
Dear Harvest Partner,

In my last letter I wrote about the devastating fires. A little information on why Brother Neal Frisby spoke
many times about the drought and world food shortages. Let us start with California’s last 40 year history. A
continual drought has been in effect. 30% of the rain has been absent creating the most dry conditions as well
as forest management allowing it to accumulate dead, dry trees and vegetation on the floor of the forests
causing fuel for the fires. In 1999 Brother Frisby spoke we would cross over the new century in a firestorm.
Last estimate was over 6 million acres have burned, and also major fires in Oregon and Washington states
with major property damage and many lives lost. A quote from Neal Frisby follows:

Element Fire – Symbolically these fires are warning the US of the atomic holocaust that is coming.
Harbingers are casting their shadows before. Joel 2:3, “A fire devoureth before them; and behind them a
flame burneth: the land is as the Garden of Eden before them, and behind them a desolate wilderness;
yea, and nothing shall escape them.” At the end of Joel Chapter 1 it shows terrible severe famine. (Verse 20)
– “The beasts of the field cry also unto thee; for the rivers of waters are dried up, and the fire hath devoured
the pastures of the wilderness!” – But here is some wonderful news in all of this. – Isa. 9:6, the Eternal One
to the elect. He is the King of the Thunders! A fire storm is coming and reveals in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye we will be gone! It is thus saith the Lord! The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of
prophecy! End quote.

Many records have been broken on our weather patterns. A large number of hurricanes have already
landed on our coasts (19) causing huge rain and devastating floods. Strong winds across the mid-West has
damaged the corn crops as well as many silos with millions of bushels lost, not to mention the destructive
tornados across the nation. - Let us also mention about the earthquakes, some as high as 6.9 occurring on the
tectonic plates of the Mid-Atlantic ridge; also great earthquakes in Chile’ and many others elsewhere. And
again a quote from Neal Frisby’s library:

“Worldwide major events taking place almost daily that has been written on the scrolls, and we will see
much more fulfillment in the very near future!” – One of the things to be watching for in the future is
massive earthquakes and storms! “It will be God allowing a warning to alert the people of the coming
false system and the changes in the economic structure of the world, and the unemployment and famines
occurring later! Upheavals ahead! Gigantic changes are coming! Also all business cycles and patterns
seem to be crossing. Also in all the scrolls and literature reveal events to occur concerning this nation and
elsewhere!” We will have recession, inflation mingled with some prosperity. “Later in the future out of a
crisis we will have a currency change of some sort or a type of revaluing. Should inflation continue it will
rob the currencies of all value and blow out into a financial holocaust! I am writing all this as a warning
because according to the book of Daniel and Revelation strict controls will be imposed!” (Rev. 13:16-18) –
“Even after inflation reaches its heights and should deflation occur it would still take a whole day’s wage for
a ration of food!” Rev. 6:5-6, “reveals a ‘penny’ which is a ‘denarius’, and means a ‘whole day’s wage’ under
controls!” – It also shows what is charged for sins under the anti-Christ system, the depressed black horse of
Revelation!

“The final work of the Lord on the earth before the age closes and what He expects of us! – For Jesus said,
it is our duty! – Some cannot go but they certainly can involve their prayers and means to send others! – The
Bible expresses Jesus’ coming will be like a flash of lightning, in a moment, in a twinkling of an eye! – He
says, “Behold I come quickly!” (Rev. 22:12) The last prophecies of the Bible are fulfilling now, and events
will move swiftly. And all of a sudden, in an hour that ye think not, it will be over! – The opportunity to do
good will be gone! Now is the time to really move out into the Lord’s harvest field! So let us pray and work
together for time is short! With the evidence at hand and the way the signs are occurring it would definitely
seem that this could be our last chance to publish the gospel!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a book called “Faith For Crisis-The Future” and DVD, “The Little Horn.” – We
know everyone enjoys reading our letters where much information is given. I am trusting you will do the
best to publish this vital message. My prayer is for the Lord Jesus to prosper, bless and guide you with His
wonderful wisdom.
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